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Abstract
HERG1 K⁺ channels are critical for modulating the duration of the cardiac action potential. The role of hERG1 channels in maintaining electrical stability in the heart derives from their unusual gating properties: slow activation and fast inactivation. HERG1 channel inactivation is intrinsically voltage sensitive and is not coupled to activation in the same way as in the Shaker family of K⁺ channels. We recently proposed that the S4 transmembrane domain functions as the primary voltage sensor for hERG1 activation and inactivation and that distinct regions of S4 contribute to each gating process. In this study, we tested the hypothesis that S4 rearrangements underlying activation and inactivation gating may be associated with distinct cooperative interactions between a key residue in the S4 domain (R531) and acidic residues in neighboring regions (S1 – S3 domains) of the voltage sensing module. Using double-mutant cycle analysis, we found that R531 was energetically coupled to all acidic residues in S1-S3 during activation, but was coupled only to acidic residues near the extracellular portion of S2 and S3 (D456, D460 and D509) during inactivation. We propose that hERG1 activation involves a cooperative conformational change involving the entire voltage sensing module, while inactivation may involve a more limited interaction between R531 and D456, D460 and D509.

Introduction
Human ether-a'-go-go-related gene (hERG) channels are primarily expressed in the brain and heart, and abnormally expressed in various tumors [1, 2]. In the heart, hERG1 channels conduct the rapid delayed rectifier K⁺ current (IKr), which is an important mediator of cardiac action potential repolarization [3, 4]. Reduced hERG1 function, either by disease-causing mutations or channel block by commonly prescribed medications, predisposes to ventricular arrhythmias and sudden death [5]. The critical role of hERG1 channels in the maintenance of normal cardiac electrical activity stems from its unusual gating properties. Slow activation and fast inactivation combine to produce inward rectification, a property that...
limits K⁺ efflux during the plateau phase of the cardiac action potential [5].

HERG1 channel inactivation is intrinsically voltage sensitive and is not coupled to activation in the same way as in the Shaker family of K⁺ channels. First, the time constants of HERG1 inactivation remain voltage dependent at potentials where the channel is fully activated [6-8]. Second, the midpoint of steady-state HERG1 inactivation is more negative than activation. In addition, pore mutations and external cations differentially influence the voltage dependence of activation and inactivation [9-13]. These observations suggest that distinct voltage-sensing mechanisms might underlie activation and inactivation gating in HERG1 channels.

We recently performed a substituted alanine scan of the HERG1 S4 domain and flanking S3-S4 and S4-S5 linkers to determine the comparative roles of single residues in the primary voltage sensor during activation and inactivation gating [14]. Mutations that perturbed activation were scattered throughout the scanned region, with the exception of one helical face of S4. Mutations that perturbed inactivation localized to the helical face of S4 that was mostly devoid of activation-perturbing residues. These findings suggested that the S4 functions as the voltage sensor for activation and inactivation, but that a limited region of S4 contributes to inactivation. Thus, a large repositioning (e.g., translocation and twisting) [15-17] of the entire S4 activates the channel. This is followed by a small conformational change involving a subset of S4 residues that leads to inactivation. These movements in S4 are facilitated by electrostatic interactions between the specific residues in the voltage sensor module. Basic residues in S4 are proposed to interact with acidic residues in S2 and S3 to facilitate channel biosynthesis and to stabilize the open or closed state of HERG1 and Shaker channels [18-20]. The recently solved crystal structure of the Kv1.2 channel revealed a salt bridge between R303 in S4 and E226 in S2 in the open conformation [16, 21]. The homologous residues in HERG1 are R531 and D456. R531A was identified as the most perturbing mutant in our alanine scanning mutagenesis study and the only mutation that impacted charge movement, channel opening and inactivation [14]. Substituted tryptophan, glutamine and cysteine scans of S4 basic residues in HERG1 also identified R531 as the most crucial for normal activation gating [22-24].

In this study, we used double-mutant cycle analysis to test the hypothesis that activation and inactivation gating of HERG1 includes distinct cooperative interactions between R531 and acidic residues in the neighboring transmembrane domains (S1, S2, S3) of the voltage sensing module.

Materials and Methods

Molecular biology and oocyte preparation
Site-directed mutagenesis [25] of WT and mutant HERG1, in vitro synthesis of cRNA, isolation and injection of Xenopus laevis oocytes were performed as previously described [26, 27]. Oocytes were injected with 2-10 ng of cRNA and incubated at 19°C for 2-3 days before use in voltage clamp experiments.

Electrophysiology
To study channel activation, ionic currents were measured with a GeneClamp 500B (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA) using the two microelectrode voltage clamp (TEVC) technique [27]. Currents were filtered at 1 kHz with an eight-pole Bessel filter, and then digitized at 2 kHz. To study channel inactivation, ionic currents were measured with a CA-1B amplifier (Dagan Corp., Minneapolis, MN) using the cut-open vessel gap (COVG) voltage clamp technique [28]. We used the more tedious COVG technique to study inactivation as the rapid clamp speed allows us to more accurately resolve the time course of inactivation. In addition, the p/-8 protocol (see below) eliminates the capacitance transient allowing direct measurement of the peak recovered current. Measurements of the voltage dependence for activation were identical when determined using the TEVC or COVG. For analysis of inactivation, currents were filtered at 5 kHz with an eight-pole Bessel filter, and then digitized at 20 kHz. Voltage commands were generated with a personal computer using pCLAMP8 software and a DigiData 1322 analog to digital interface (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA).

Microelectrodes were pulled from borosilicate glass capillary tubes (World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL) to obtain resistances of 0.7-2.0 MΩ for use in TEVC and 1.0-0.5 MΩ for use in COVG when filled with 3 M KCl. All recordings were performed at 22-24°C. For TEVC recordings, the extracellular solution contained (in mM): 96 NaCl, 4 KCl, 2 CaCl₂, 1 MgCl₂, 10 HEPES, pH 7.6. The recording chamber was perfused at a rate of ~1 ml/min. The same extracellular solution was used for the top and guard chambers in COVG recordings. The intracellular solution in the bottom COVG chamber contained (in mM): 120 K-glutamate, 10 HEPES, pH 7.0. For COVG recordings, the oocyte was permeabilized by adding 0.1-0.3% saponin in 120 K-glutamate, 10 HEPES (pH 7.0) to the lower chamber for 2 min. Linear leak and capacitance currents were compensated by analog circuitry and subtracted on-line using a p/-8 protocol [29] from a holding potential (HP) of -90 mV.

Data analysis
To quantify the energetic perturbation produced by individual mutations, we calculated the free energy difference (ΔG) between the closed-open and open-inactivated transitions in WT channels and compared these values to the energy difference induced by Ala-substitution. The difference in ΔG between WT and mutant channels (ΔΔG) reflects the
perturbation in a gating transition produced by the Ala-substitution. To determine the closed-open channel equilibrium, the relative conductance-voltage (grel-V) relationship was determined by an analysis of deactivating ionic currents at -70 mV. The decaying component of tail currents was fit to a bi-exponential function and the fit was extrapolated back to the moment of repolarization to estimate peak values. Normalized values of tail current magnitude (Irel) were calculated as the fraction of maximal tail current and plotted versus test potential. The resulting grel-V relationship was fitted to a Boltzmann function, Equation 1:

\[ \frac{I_{\text{rel}}}{I_{\text{max}}} = \frac{1}{1 + e^{z(V_{0.5} - V_i)}} \]  

(Eqn. 1)

where \( I_{\text{rel}} \) is the maximum tail current, \( V_i \) is the test potential, \( V_{0.5} \) is the voltage required to elicit \( 0.5*I_{\text{max}} \), \( z \) is the effective valence, \( F \) is Faraday’s constant, \( R \) is the gas constant, and \( T \) is room temperature in °K.

The open-inactivated equilibrium (Ipre-V) was determined using a three pulse protocol [30]. First, hERG1 channels were activated and inactivated by a 300 ms prepulse to +40 or +80 mV (Vpre), then channels were recovered from inactivation by a 10 ms hyperpolarizing interpulse (Vinter) that was varied from -110 to +40 mV. Finally, the magnitude of the current conducted by channels that recovered from inactivation in response to Vinter was determined by a test pulse (Vtest = +40 or +80 mV), Vpre and Vinter were +40 mV for WT and mutants with a V0.5 for activation similar to WT (D411A, D466A, D466A-R531A, D509A-R531A). For all other mutant channels, Vpre and Vtest were +40 mV for WT and mutants with a V0.5 for activation similar to WT (D411A, D466A, D466A-R531A, D509A-R531A). For all other mutant channels, Vpre and Vtest were set to +80 mV. Data was not corrected for the amount of current that deactivated during the hyperpolarizing interpulse. However, this error was minimized by excluding voltages where deactivation reduced the recovered current to greater than 15%. Irel-V curves were fitted with a Boltzmann function to estimate V0.5 and z for recovery from inactivation.

Results

Effects of neutralizing acidic S1 - S3 amino acids on activation parameters

The topology of a single hERG1 channel subunit is depicted in Fig. 1, together with a sequence alignment of the S1, S2, S3 and S4 domains of hERG1, EAG and Kv1.2 channels. Similar to EAG, six Asp residues are located in the hERG1 S1 - S3 transmembrane domains (Fig. 1). Each Asp residue was individually substituted with Ala and the effects on activation gating were determined. Ala substitution was tolerated at every position with the

The free energy of coupling (\( \Delta \Delta G_{\text{coupling}} \)) was calculated as follows:

\[ \Delta \Delta G_{\text{coupling}} = (\Delta G_{\text{MUT1}} - \Delta G_{\text{WT}}) - (\Delta G_{\text{MUT1-2}} - \Delta G_{\text{MUT2}}) \]  

(Eqn. 6)

\[ S_{E,\Delta \Delta G} = \sqrt{S_{E,\Delta G_{\text{WT}}}^2 + S_{E,\Delta G_{\text{MUT}}}^2} \]  

(Eqn. 7)

Energetic independence (no coupling between the two mutated residues) was defined as \( |\Delta \Delta G_{\text{coupling}}| \) less than or equal to its standard error. Energetic coupling between the two mutated residues was defined as \( |\Delta \Delta G_{\text{coupling}}| > \) the standard error of its measurement [31-33].

Data are expressed as mean ± SE (n = number of oocytes). Data plots, Boltzmann fits and \( \Delta \Delta G \) calculations and were performed using Origin 7.0 (OriginLabs Corporation, Northampton, MA).

Limitations of free energy perturbation analysis

Equilibrium analysis is based on the assumption that complex gating processes can be simplified into transitions between two states (e.g., closed vs. open; open vs. inactivated). While multiple channel states are known to exist, the equilibrium distributions measured here (grel-V, Ipre-V) are well fit by single Boltzmann functions. Moreover, simplified two state models are commonly used to analyze the effect of mutations on steady-state gating properties [34-39]. We chose to estimate \( \Delta G \) in order to consider the impact of the mutation on both the steepness (\( z \)) and midpoint of the distribution (V0.5). Our analysis identifies only those residues that experience a change in local energetics in the transition from one state to another. Thus, we are unable to distinguish between a residue that remains relatively static from one that moves into a new, but energetically similar environment. In addition, a mutation may reciprocally alter \( z \) and V0.5 such that there is no net change in calculated \( \Delta G \) and yet may still impact the kinetics of gating transitions. Finally, substitution of amino acids other than Ala would be expected to cause greater or lesser changes in free energy. However, Ala substitution is commonly used to probe the effect of removing the normal WT function of a residue while preserving the native α-helical structure, usually without introducing a novel interaction.
exception of D501. D501A channels expressed at levels insufficient to accurately quantify activation and inactivation and, therefore, were excluded from further analysis. In a previous report, D501C channels were also noted to express at markedly low levels [22]. Ionic current traces for WT and the remaining Ala substitutions are shown in Fig. 2A. The effects of neutralizing S1 – S3 Asp residues on activation parameters are listed in Table 1. D411A, located near the intracellular end of S1, shifted the \( g_{\text{rel}} \) - \( V \) relationship in the hyperpolarized direction, resulting in a \( \Delta \Delta G \) value of \(-2.2 \pm 0.3 \text{ kcal mol}^{-1} \) (Fig. 2B). Thus, mutation of D411 favors the open state of the channel. D456A, D460A and D509A caused depolarizing shifts in the \( g_{\text{rel}} \) - \( V \) relationship (Table 1) and produced positive values in \( \Delta \Delta G \) (Fig. 2B), implying that the presence of acidic residues in these positions normally stabilize the open channel conformation. While D466A did not alter the closed-open equilibrium as measured by \( \Delta \Delta G \) (-0.03 \( \pm \) 0.14 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) n = 8), this mutation did affect the kinetics of channel opening and closing, as noted by the more rapid rate of activation and deactivation (Fig. 2B). As previously reported [14], R531A caused the greatest shift in the \( g_{\text{rel}} \) - \( V \) relationship with a \( \Delta \Delta G \) value of \( 4.3 \pm 0.2 \text{ kcal mol}^{-1} \) (n = 10).

**Effects of neutralizing acidic S1 - S3 amino acids on inactivation parameters**

The voltage dependence of recovery from inactivation was assessed using a triple-pulse protocol as described in Methods and illustrated in Fig. 3A. Representative currents recorded during pulses to \( V_{\text{test}} \) when channels recovered from inactivation and \( V_{\text{test}} \) when channels inactivated are shown in Fig. 3B for WT and two mutant channels, D411A and D456A. The effects of neutralizing S1 – S3 Asp residues on inactivation parameters are listed in Table 1. Charge neutralization of S1 – S3 Asp residues perturbed inactivation to a variable degree, with D456A having the greatest effect and D411A

---

**Fig. 1.** Top panel, Cartoon of hERG1 channel topology. Relative positions of acidic and basic amino acids in the S1 – S4 voltage sensing domain are denoted by (-) and (+) symbols. Bottom panel, Amino acid sequence alignment of hERG1, bovine EAG (bEAG) and rat Kv1.2 channel voltage sensing domain using AlignX software (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). The alignment is similar to that previously reported [22].

**Fig. 2.** Effects of neutralizing acidic amino acids in S1 - S3 on activation of hERG1 channels. A, Current traces elicited by 2-s step depolarizations from a HP of -80 mV to +40 mV (WT, D411A, D466A) or +80 mV (D456A, D460A, D509A, R531A), applied in 20 mV increments. Tail currents were elicited by repolarization to -70 mV. For all currents, vertical and horizontal scale bars represent 0.5 \( \mu \text{A} \) and 1 s, respectively. B, Bar graph depicting \( \Delta \Delta G \) for channel activation of channels containing the indicated point mutations. D411A (n = 10), D456A (n = 23), D460A (n = 15), D466A (n = 8), D509A (n = 10) and R531A (n = 10).
Table 1. Activation parameters for hERG channels derived from \( g_{\text{rel}}-V \) relationships fitted with Boltzmann functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mutation</th>
<th>( V_{1/2} ) (mV)</th>
<th>( z (e_\text{f}) )</th>
<th>( \Delta G ) (kcal/mol)</th>
<th>( n )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT</td>
<td>-17.7 ± 1.2</td>
<td>3.21 ± 0.10</td>
<td>-1.32 ± 0.10</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D411A</td>
<td>-44.1 ± 0.8</td>
<td>3.42 ± 0.23</td>
<td>-3.48 ± 0.24</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D456A</td>
<td>10.3 ± 1.2</td>
<td>2.78 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.65 ± 0.08</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D460A</td>
<td>3.25 ± 0.9</td>
<td>2.63 ± 0.12</td>
<td>0.20 ± 0.06</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D466A</td>
<td>-27.3 ± 0.8</td>
<td>2.13 ± 0.14</td>
<td>-1.34 ± 0.10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D509A</td>
<td>17.6 ± 1.0</td>
<td>2.54 ± 0.06</td>
<td>1.03 ± 0.06</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R531A</td>
<td>41.0 ± 1.8</td>
<td>3.03 ± 0.11</td>
<td>2.87 ± 0.16</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D411A:R531A</td>
<td>25.0 ± 1.5</td>
<td>4.12 ± 0.22</td>
<td>2.37 ± 0.19</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D456A:R531A</td>
<td>43.8 ± 1.2</td>
<td>2.99 ± 0.06</td>
<td>3.02 ± 0.10</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D460A:R531A</td>
<td>19.6 ± 1.1</td>
<td>2.47 ± 0.08</td>
<td>1.12 ± 0.07</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D466A:R531A</td>
<td>-15.6 ± 1.6</td>
<td>1.66 ± 0.06</td>
<td>-0.60 ± 0.07</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D509A:R531A</td>
<td>-13.9 ± 0.7</td>
<td>2.87 ± 0.13</td>
<td>-0.92 ± 0.06</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Inactivation parameters of hERG channels derived from \( I_{\text{inact}}-V \) relationships fitted with Boltzmann functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mutation</th>
<th>( V_{1/2} ) (mV)</th>
<th>( z (e_\text{f}) )</th>
<th>( \Delta G ) (kcal/mol)</th>
<th>( n )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT</td>
<td>-87.2 ± 0.9</td>
<td>1.09 ± 0.02</td>
<td>-2.20 ± 0.05</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D411A</td>
<td>-74.1 ± 2.3</td>
<td>1.11 ± 0.02</td>
<td>-1.89 ± 0.07</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D456A</td>
<td>-48.13 ± 3.4</td>
<td>1.20 ± 0.04</td>
<td>-1.33 ± 0.10</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D460A</td>
<td>-76.7 ± 2.2</td>
<td>0.91 ± 0.01</td>
<td>-1.62 ± 0.05</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D466A</td>
<td>-76.1 ± 2.9</td>
<td>1.00 ± 0.03</td>
<td>-1.75 ± 0.08</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D509A</td>
<td>-76.8 ± 3.5</td>
<td>0.89 ± 0.03</td>
<td>-1.56 ± 0.09</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R531A</td>
<td>-83.8 ± 4.1</td>
<td>0.86 ± 0.03</td>
<td>-1.67 ± 0.10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D411A:R531A</td>
<td>-66.6 ± 3.2</td>
<td>0.85 ± 0.02</td>
<td>-1.31 ± 0.07</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D456A:R531A</td>
<td>-80.0 ± 3.4</td>
<td>0.84 ± 0.03</td>
<td>-1.55 ± 0.08</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D460A:R531A</td>
<td>-97.9 ± 2.6</td>
<td>0.88 ± 0.03</td>
<td>-1.99 ± 0.08</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D466A:R531A</td>
<td>-73.5 ± 5.6</td>
<td>0.78 ± 0.05</td>
<td>-1.33 ± 0.14</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D509A:R531A</td>
<td>-98.4 ± 0.9</td>
<td>1.16 ± 0.04</td>
<td>-2.64 ± 0.09</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Double-mutant cycle analysis of activation and inactivation gating

We used a double-mutant cycle analysis approach to determine whether the coupling of R531 to acidic residues in S1 - S3 differs during activation compared to inactivation. Double-mutant cycle analysis quantifies the independence or dependence of two mutations on a particular gating transition as illustrated by the thermodynamic box in Fig. 4A. If mutation 1 (M1) and mutation 2 (MT2) alter channel function independently, then the effect of M1 will be the same irrespective of whether the mutation is made in the background of WT or M2. Thus, \( \Delta z F V_{0.5} [W T \rightarrow M 1] = \Delta z F V_{0.5} [M 2 \rightarrow M 1 - M 2] \). If M1 and M2 are energetically coupled then the effect of M1 will be different depending upon whether the background channel is WT or M2 and therefore \( \Delta z F V_{0.5} [W T \rightarrow M 1] \neq \Delta z F V_{0.5} [M 2 \rightarrow M 1 - M 2] \).

The effects of combining R531A with neutralization of acidic S1 - S3 residues on \( g_{\text{rel}}-V \) relationships are depicted in Table 2. Examples of currents conducted by these double mutant channels are depicted in Fig. 4B and the averaged \( g_{\text{rel}}-V \) relationships for channels with single and double mutations are plotted in Fig. 5. Perturbations in \( \Delta \Delta G \) for activation caused by the double mutants were not equal to the sum of the perturbations caused by the single mutants (Fig. 4C). The values of \( \Delta \Delta G_{\text{coupling}} \) for activation varied between |1.9 – 5.6 kcal*mol\(^{-1}\)| (Fig. 4D). Thus, during channel opening R531 was energetically coupled to all of the S1 – S3 acidic residues tested.
The results of double-mutant cycle analysis for inactivation gating are summarized in Fig. 6 and Table 2. The averaged $I_{\text{inact}}$-V relationships for channels with single and double mutations are plotted in Fig. 7. D411 and D460 are located near the intracellular end of S1 and S2, respectively. Mutation of either one of these residues to
Fig. 6. Double mutant cycle analysis of hERG1 channel inactivation. A, Bar graph depicting effect of double Ala substitution on ΔΔG for channel inactivation for channels with indicated double mutations. D411A-R531A (n = 6), D456A-R531A (n = 10), D460A-R531A (n = 5), D466A-R531A (n = 5) and D509A-R531A (n = 6). The small filled squares represents the mean value ± SEM for the sum of ΔΔG for individual Ala substitutions. B, Bar graph depicting coupling energies for inactivation (ΔΔGcoupling).

Fig. 7. Inactivation-voltage relationships for single and double mutant hERG1 channels. N = same as listed in Fig. 6 A legend.

Ala in the WT or R531A background resulted in nearly equal energy perturbations (Fig. 6A), such that the coupling energies were zero within the error of measurement (-0.06 ± 0.14 and 0.10 ± 0.14 kcal/mol, D411 and D460, respectively; Fig. 6B). For D456, D460 and D509, the energetic perturbation caused by mutation to Ala in the WT background was not the same as in the R531A background (Fig. 6A). Coupling energies for inactivation gating varied from 0.7 – 1.6 kcal/mol for these residues (Fig. 6B). These results demonstrate that R531 was energetically coupled only to D456, D460 and D509 in the inactivation pathway. Thus, R531 coupled to all 5 acidic residues in domains S1 – S3 during activation and to only 3 acidic residues during inactivation.
Discussion

In this study, we focused on the role of a key residue (R531) in hERG1 channel activation and inactivation by characterizing potential cooperative interactions with negatively charged residues in domains S1 - S3. Our hypothesis was that activation and inactivation are functionally coupled to S4 movement, but that distinct interactions between charged residues in the voltage sensor module contribute to the different voltage dependencies of these two processes. Our previous alanine scanning mutagenesis of S4 identified R531 as the most critical voltage sensor residue for hERG1 gating. Of the 32 amino acids mutated to Ala, only R531A perturbed charge movement, channel opening and inactivation [14]. Likewise, other studies of the S4 domain in hERG1 also found that R531 mutations caused the greatest perturbation in channel opening [22-24].

Double-mutant cycle analysis is widely used to determine the degree to which residues in different regions of a protein are functionally coupled to a particular process, such as enzymatic activity, binding affinity or ion channel gating. If the change in free energy due to mutation of residue 1 is independent of residue 2, then the coupling energy will be zero, within the error of its measurement. Non-zero \( \Delta \Delta G_{\text{coupling}} \) values represent non-independence or coupling [31-33].

As in our previous study [14], the mutation-induced \( \Delta \Delta G \) for activation gating were much larger than inactivation gating, consistent with the effective valence of their voltage dependencies. hERG1 inactivation is weakly voltage-dependent (\( z \sim -1 e_0 \)) compared to activation (\( z \sim 3 e_0 \)), resulting in smaller calculated values of mutation-induced \( \Delta \Delta G \). As an example, a hERG1 mutation that causes +80 mV shift in \( V_{0.5} \) for inactivation (without altering \( z \)), yields a \( \Delta \Delta G \) of 2, while an identical shift in \( V_{0.5} \) for activation yields \( \Delta \Delta G \) of 6. In our previous S4 mutagenesis scan, we used cluster analysis to define threshold \( \Delta \Delta G \) values of 0.5 and 1 kcal/mol to represent a significant mutation-induced perturbation in inactivation and activation, respectively [14]. In the present study, the smaller numbers of mutated residues preclude cluster analysis. Irrespective of the magnitude of the individual perturbations in \( \Delta \Delta G \), we were primarily interested in functional coupling between R531 and the negatively charged residues in S1 – S3.

Double-mutant cycle analysis revealed that R531 was energetically coupled to all 5 acidic residues tested in the S1 – S3 domains during channel opening. Perturbations induced by the double mutations were not a simple sum of the perturbations induced by the single mutations. This does not imply that R531 physically interacts with all Asp residues in the neighboring transmembrane domains during the transition(s) into the open state. Energetic coupling does not require that the coupled residues are adjacent in the tertiary structure. Large scale, concerted allosteric conformational changes are possible between distant regions of the protein [39]. Movement of S4 (and thus R531) during the activation process may require subtle repositioning of the S1, S2 and S3 domains [16].

Our double mutant cycle analysis does not provide direct evidence for a physical interaction between R531 and acidic residues in S1 – S3. However, based on previous studies from several Kv channels (Shaker, EAG, Kv1.2 and hERG1), R531 likely interacts with D456 to...
stabilize the open channel state. Papazian and colleagues have extensively studied electrostatic interactions between basic residues in S4 and acidic residues in S2 and S3. They first demonstrated that an electrostatic interaction between E283 in S2 and R371 in S4 in Shaker (corresponding to D456 and R531 in hERG1, respectively) is required for normal channel biogenesis [40]. Subsequently, they proposed that the homologous residues stabilize the open channel state in EAG [20, 41]. These specific interactions were supported by the recently solved crystal structure of Kv1.2, demonstrating a salt bridge between R303 and E226 (corresponding to R531 and D456 in hERG1, respectively) in the open conformation [21]. Moreover, D456, D460 and D509 in hERG1 form a coordination site for external Cd2+ implying that these residues are located close to one another [42]. A homology model of hERG1 based on the Kv1.2 crystal structure illustrates the proximity of R531 to this negatively charged pocket in the open state (Fig. 8). Thus, the observed energetic coupling between R531 and D456, D460 and D509 in channel opening may result from repacking of these aspartates with respect to R531.

Double mutant cycle analysis revealed that R531 was coupled to 5 acidic S1 – S3 residues (D411, D456, D460, D466 and D509) during activation gating. In contrast, R531 was not coupled to D411 and D466 (the two acidic residues located toward the intracellular portion of the membrane) during inactivation gating. If R531 is positioned near D456, D460 and D509 in the open state as suggested by the homology model (Fig. 8), then a subtle repositioning of R531 with respect to these residues may be associated with the transition into the inactivated state. This implies that the S4 functions as the voltage sensor for both activation and inactivation, with inactivation coupled to activation. That is, the S4 voltage sensor must achieve its activated position in order for channels to open and inactivate. Indeed, all published measures of hERG1 inactivation involve a depolarizing pre-pulse that causes maximal gating charge displacement. We previously proposed that the voltage dependence of hERG1 inactivation might involve a small rigid body movement of S4 [14]. Our current findings suggest that such a movement may involve cooperative interactions between R531 and D456, D460 and D509. The mechanism of transduction of voltage sensing to channel inactivation was not addressed in the current study, but it has been proposed that this process may involve rearrangements in the linker between S5 and the pore helix (S5-P linker) [43-46].

Zhang et al. [47] recently used a double mutant cycle analysis approach to study cooperative rearrangements within the voltage sensing module of hERG1. They focused on interactions between the most N-terminal (K525, R528) and C-terminal (K538) basic S4 residues and the acidic residues in S1 – S3. K538 was energetically coupled to D411 and this interaction was proposed to stabilize the closed channel state. Both K525 and R528 were energetically coupled to D456. D456 interacted with K525 during early activation transitions and with R528 during later transitions in the activation pathway [47]. Our investigation of R531 complements the findings of Zhang et al. and extends the analysis into the inactivation pathway.
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